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Abst rac t - -The  authors consider the fourth-order difference quation 
~2(r,~2yn)÷f(n, y )=O, n E N(n0), (,) 
where f(n, u) may be classified as superlinear, sublinear, strongly superlinear, and strongly sublinear 
and Y~=no(n/rn)  < oc. In superlinear and sublinear cases, necessm'y and sufficient conditions are 
obtained for the existence of nonoscillatory solutions of (*) with a specified asymptotic behavior. 
Further, in strongly superlinear and strongly sublinear cases, necessary and sufficient conditions are  
given for all solutions of (*) to be oscillatory. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the fourth-order nonlinear difference quation 
(E) 
where n E N(n0) - {no, no + 1, no + 2 , . . .  }, no is a nonnegative integer and A is the forward 
difference operator Ay~ = Y,~+i - Y,~, and the real sequence {r~} and the function f satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(a) r~ > 0 for all n E N(n0) and ~,~__,~o(n/r',j < oo; 
(b) f : N(n0) x R --~ R is a continuous function with uf(n,u)  > 0 for all u # 0 and all 
rt E N(n0), and f (n ,  .) ~ 0 eventually. 
By a solution of equation (E), we mean any real sequence {y,~} defined on N(n0), which sat- 
isfies (E) and sup,~6N(~o ) ly~l > 0. A solution of equation (E) is called oscil latory if there is no 
end of 'hi and n2 E N(n0) such that YnlYn2 ~ O; and it is called nonoscil latory otherwise. There- 
fore, a nonoscil latory solution is either eventually positive or eventually negative. Equation (E) is 
called superl inear (respectively, strongly superlinear) if there exists a number a >_ 1 (respectively, 
cx > 1) such that  
I f(n, ul)l > If(n,'a2)l 
for 1'211 > Iu21, ~2 > 0, '~ ~ N(7~o). 
I~ l l  ~ - b~P ' 
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Equation (E) is called sublinear (respectively, strongly sublinear) if there exists a number fl < 1 
(respectively, fl < 1) such that 
[f(r~,, ~tl)[ < If(rz, UZ)l 
for lull > 1~2[, UlU 2 > 0, rt ~ ~(Tt0).  
Determining oscillation criteria for difference quations has received a great deal of attention in 
the last few years. See, for example, the monographs by Agarwal [1], Agarwal and Wong [2], Kocic 
and Ladas [3], and the references cited therein. This interest is motivated by the importance of 
difference quations in the nmnerical solutions of differential equations. Compared to second- 
order difference quations, the study of higher-order equations, and in particular, fom'th-order 
equations, has received considerably less attention (see, for example, [4 11] and the references 
contained therein). An equation of the form (E) is considered in the papers [11 13], and the 
authors obtain criteria for the oscillation and nonoscillation of solutions under the condition 
m z OO.  
% 
In order to solve the problem completely, we examine the remaining case where 
f i  'l-t - -%00,  
n=/z o 
which appears to be more difficult than the former. To accomplish this is the main purpose of the 
present paper. After establishing necessary preliminary results in Section 2, we obtain in Section 3 
necessary and sufficient conditions for equation (E), which is either superlinear or sublinear to 
have nonoscillatory solutions with certain types of asymptotic behavior. Finally in Section 4, we 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for oscillations of all solutions of equation (E) to be 
either strongly superlinear or strongly sublinear. Results obtained here are motivated by some 
results obtained by Kusano and Naito [14]. We illustrate some of our results with examples. 
2. PREL IMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section, we establish some preliminary results that will be needed to prove our oscillation 
and nonoscillation criteria. Lemmas 3-5 give useful information about the behavior of possible 
nonoscillatory solutions of equation (E). We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let {a:~} be a real sequence defined for n >_ N C N(~0) such that 
x,~ > O, Az,~ > 0, and A2xn < 0, (1) 
tbr n > N.  Then there is a constant k and an integer N1 > N such that 
x,, >_ knAx,~, (2) 
tot 'n _> N1. 
PROOF. In view of (1), we obtain 
r~-i 
8=N 
n>N,  
from which (2) follows immediately. 
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LEMMA 2. Let {xn}, {qn}, be real sequences defined for n _> N and q~ > 0 for n >> N sud~ that 
oo 1 If {xn} satisties E~=N( /q~)  < o~.  
for n >_ N, then 
x,~ > O, Axn < O, and A(q,~Ax,~) < 0, (3) 
oo 
s :~t  q8  
for n > N. 
PROOF. Let n > N c N(n0) be fixed arbitrarily. Clearly, q~Ax, <_ q~A:r,~ for s > n. Dividing 
the last inequality by qs and summing from n to j, we obtain 
- -X  n < X j+ l  -- X n ~ qn/kXn 
1 
8=n q8 
which gives (4) in the limit as j --+ oo. 
LEMMA 3. If {y,,} is an eventually positive solution of equation (E), then one of the following 
four cases holds for a11 sufficiently large n: 
(I) Aye, > 0, A2y~ > 0, and A(r~A~y~,) > O; 
(II) Ay~ > 0, A2y~ < 0, and A(r,~A'ey~) > O; 
(III) Ayn < 0, A2y,~ < 0, and A(r~A2y,~) < O; 
(IV) Ayn < 0, A2yn > 0, and A(r,~A2y~) > O. 
PROOF. From equation (E), we have A2(r~A2y,~) < 0 for all large n. It follows that {A('r,~A 2
y,~)}, {r~A2y~}, and {Ayes} are eventually monotonic and one-signed. Consider the following 
four cases for all large n: 
Ay,~ < 0, A2y~ < 0, and A (r,~Aey,~) > 0; 
Ayn < 0, A2y,~ < 0, and A (r,~A2y,,) < 0; 
Ayn < 0, A2yn > 0, and A (r,,A2y~) < 0; 
Ayn > 0, A2yn > 0, and A (rnA2y~) < 0. 
The first two cases cannot hold. In fact, if Ay,~ < 0 and A2y,z < 0 eventually, then limn__+~ y,~ = 
-oo,  which contradicts the positivity of {y~,}. Suppose that A(r~A2y~) < 0 eventually. Then 
combining this with A2(rnA2y~) < 0, we see that lim,~__+~ r,~A2y~ = -cxD; that is, A2?h~ < 0 for 
all large n. This observation rules out the last two cases. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose Case (III) or Case (IV) of Lemma 3 holds. Then there is a constant k and 
an integer N E N(no) such that the following inequalities hold tot n > N. 
(i) Case (III): 
Ay,~ >_ -A  (,-,~A'2>d p,~+~, 
~,y,~ >_ -,.,~A%~ Z k '  
8~ r8 
Yn > knAy,~, 
<,ere  p,~ = E~%~(~ - ,~ + 1)/,-~. 
(ii) Case (IV): 
Yn ~ rn/k2ynP.n, 
y~ > kA (r,.A2yn) np~.  
(s) 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
(9) 
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PROOF. 
(i) Assume Case (I I I) holds for n _> No E N(n0). Let n > No be fixed arbitrarily. Since 
A(r~A2y.n) is decreasing, A(rsA2y, )  < A(r,~A2y~) for s > n. Summing the last inequality 
fl'om n to s - 1 and using the fact A2y,~ < 0, we obtain 
,-sA2> _< a (~.,~Lx"> d (~ -,~), ~ >_ ~. 
Dividing the last inequality by r, and summing from n + 1 to j ,  we obtain 
(~ - ~) 
- =w+,  <_ a (,-n=">) Z (,0) 
s n+l  "Ys 
Since Ayj > 0 and decreasing, we have from (10), 
A> > >_ -A  
s=n+I  
and inequality (5) follows as j -+ o0. 
Since Condition (a) implies ~,~__,,0(1/r,0 < o¢, applying Lemma 2 to xn Ay,~, we 
have (6) and Lemma 1 applies to x,, = y~ ensures that  (7) holds. 
(ii) Assume Case (IV) of Lemma 3 holds for n > No E N(n0). Since x~ = -Ay~ satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2, we have 
oo 1 
-Ayn  _> r,~Aey,~  - - ,  rz > N0. 
F,S 
Summing the last inequality from n to j - 1 and using the facts 7]3 > 0 and {r ,A2y~} is 
increasing, we obt~tin 
wtfich gives (8) as j -+ c>o. Applying Lemma 1 to x,~ = r,~A2yn, it follows that  there is a 
constant k > 0 and an integer N > No such that 
,r~A2>, _> k~a (~.~A2>d, ,~ > N. (11) 
Combining (8) with (11) yields (9). The proof is now complete. 
LEMMA 5. If  {y,~} is an eventually positive solution of equation (E). then there are positive 
constants kl, k:2, and an integer N C N(n0) such that 
klpn <_ y~ <_ k2n, (12) 
(oz'n >_ N. 
P~oov.  Choose N ¢ N(n0) sufficiently large so that conclusions of Lemmas 3 and 4 hold for 
'n > N. Summing the inequality A2(r~A2yn) < 0 fore" times from N to n - 1, we obtain 
r}~--i ( ? , , _  ,S - -  1) r~- - i  ( ,~ - -  S - -  1 )S  
+A3 Z y,,. _< Ao + A ln  + A2 ~ r~ r~ 
S:N s : JV  
for n > N where A0, A1, A2, ~md A3 are positive constants. In view of Condition (a), it follows 
that  there is a constant k2 > 0 such that y~ _< kzn for n >_ N. The other inequality in (12) is 
trivially true in Case (I), (II), or (II I). If Case (IV) holds, then using (8) and the fact {~>/X2yn} 
is positive and increasing, we conclude that y~ > klp,~ for 7~, > N, where k l  : rNA2yN. This 
completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. Clearly, the inequalities parallel to those listed in Lemmas 3-5 hold for an eventual ly 
negative solution of equation (E). 
REMARK 2. According to Lemma 5, all nonoscil latory solutions of equation (E) which are asymp- 
totic to ca, c ~ 0, as r~ --+ oo can be regarded as the maximal solutions and which are asymptot ic  
to bp~, b ~ 0, as n -~ oc can be regarded as the minimal solutions. 
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3. EX ISTENCE OF  NONOSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of nonosci l latory 
solutions of equation (E) with maximal  or minimal type. We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Assume equation (E) is either superlinear or sublinear. Then a necessary and su/~- 
cient condition for equation (E) to have a nonoscillatory solution {Yn } satisfying l imn~oo (y~/n) = 
d ~ 0 is that 
~-~p=+21f(n, cn)l < oc, (13) 
7g~no 
for some c ~ 0. 
PROOF. Necessity. Let {Yn} be a nonoscil latory solution of equation (E) with lim.~z~oo(y~/n) = 
d ~ O. Without  loss of generality, we may assume that  d > O. Then there are positive con- 
stants dl, d2, and N E N(n0) such that 
d in <_ Yn <-- d2n, (14) 
for n _> N,  where N is chosen so large that  Case (I), (II), or (I I I) holds for n _> N.  It is clear 
that Case (IV) is excluded in view of (14). 
CASE (I) or ( I I ) .  Summing equation (E) from N to n - 1 and using the fact A(rr~A2y~) > 0, 
we obtain 
n- -1  
E f (s ,  Ys) < oo, (15) 
s=N 
for n > N.  From (14) and (15), it follows that  
oo 
E f(n, d,n) < oo, (16) 
n=N 
where i = 1 or 2 according as (E) is superlinear or subtinear. Now, (16) implies (13) since p,, --+ 0 
as  ?~, --+ Oo.  
CASE ( I I I ) .  Lett ing j _> N be fixed and summing twice equation (E) from j to n - 1, we have 
r t -2  
-rnA2yr, _> E(n -  s - 1)f(s,  ys). 
s=j 
Dividing the last inequality by r,~ and summing from j to n - 1, we obtain 
s=j  \ t=s+2 r t  
From the last inequality and the fact that {Ayes} is bounded, we obtain 
oc > Ay n > ~ p,+2f(s, y,), n >_ N. (17) 
8~g~ 
Inequal ity (17) together with (14) implies (13). 
Sufficiency. Assume that  (13) holds with c > 0 since a similar argument holds if c < 0. Let d = c 
if equation (E) is superlinear and d = 2c if (E) is sublinear. Take N E N(n0) sufficiently large so 
that  
d (iS) 
rz=N 
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Let BN be the Banach space of all real sequences Y = {y,~}, n > N, with supnormNYil  = 
sup,~>N{l>,l/n}. Let S = {Y ¢ BN : an~2 <_ y,~ <_ an i b rn  _> N} and define T:  S --* Bn by 
n-1  s - I  l t--1 j -1  
(rv)~ = ~,,~- Z Z g Z Z f(g, w), for ,~ _> x. (~9) 
s=N t=N j i=N 
Clearly, S is a bounded, closed, and convex subset of BN. 
First we show that T maps S into itself. For any Y E S, we have (Ty),~ <_ dn for n > N. By 
using the definition of p,~ and the super or sublinearity, we compute that 
t1 1 ) 
,~-I 1 E E'f(i'Yi) = E j - t -1  E 77 rj f(t,  Yt) 
t=N j=N i=N t=N \ j=t+2 
where ~1 = O~ and 72 =/3. 
From (19) and (20), we have 
,~-a f(t,  Yt) "r 
<- E P t+2~Yt '  
t=N Yt ' 
<_ pt+2f(t, ct) < 2' 
t=N 
(2o) 
k-1  s--1 t--1 j - -1  
Tyn -< -1 E E I E E f(i'Yi) i 
,s=N t=N j=N i=N 
l k -1  s -3  
s=n t=N 
oo 
-< E p~+2f(s, cs). 
8=N 
t-1 j -1 n--lE ,,~'S--11 E E f(i,y~) 
s=N t=N j=N i=N 
we have 
Tyk 
k 
,~-i d dn 
(Ty),~ > d,~- Z 7 > T '  for ,~ > m. 
s=N 
Thus, TS C S. 
Now we prove that T is continuous. Indeed, let {y~} be a Cauchy sequence in S and let 
lim.i~o~ ]]y.~ - YH = 0. Because S is closed, Y c S. Now 
n--1 s--1 . t- -1 j - -1  
I~yn- r>,l ~ a~(k) 
s=N = ' = k=N 
= E E 
s=N t=N \ j=t+2 r j  
n -1  s- i  
s=N t=N 
< n ~ p.~+2G~(s), n _> N, 
s=N 
where Gz(s) = If(s, k~)- f (s ,  Y,)I. Since G~(s) < 4f(s,  cs) and G~(s) ~ 0 as i ~ oo for s > N, ap- 
plying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that l im i~ IITy~ Ty~ll = o. 
This means that  T is continuous. 
Finally, in order to apply Schauder's fixed-point heorem, we need to show that TS is relatively 
compact. In view of a recent result of Cheng and Patula [15, Theorem 3.3], it suffices to show 
that TS is uniformly Cauchy. To this end, let Y = {y.,~} E S and observe that for any k > n > N, 
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Using (13), it is clear that  for a given s > 0, there exists an integer N1 _> N such that  for all 
Y~ Sandk,  rz_>N1, 
Thus, TS is uniformly Cauchy, and so TS is relatively compact. 
Therefore, by Schauder's fixed-point theorem, T has a fixed point Y E S. It is cleat" that 
Y = {Yr~} is a nonoscil latory solution of equation (E). Hence, using Lemma 3, we have 
lira :g~= lin~ Ag ,~=b~ [d ,d ] .  
Therefore, it follows that  {9~} is a solution of equation (E) with the required asymptot ic  property. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference equation 
12'/za('/z d- 1) 3 . 3 
A2( '~(r t+l ) ( '~+2)A29,~)+( ,~+3)(n+4)( .n+5)( . , za+. ,z21)39,=O,  ',, > 1. (El)  
Here we have rr, = ,z(,z + 1)(',~ + 2), % = 12',,,3(~, + 1)3/[(,~ + 3)(~ + 4)(,,, + 5)(,,. 3 + ~2 _ 1)3], 
f (u)  = u a and En%l(,$/Frz)  = E,z%I 1/(,~,~-1)(7).@2) < oo, 8nd Pr~ = ~s~--r¢(S _~.f_t_ 1)/7, s = ]_/2,?,. 
Now', it is easy to see that all conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied, and so equation (El) has 
a nonoscil latory solution {y~} such that lira . . . .  (9,~/~,) = d ¢ 0. One such solution of (El)  is 
{y,~} = {(,z3 + rz2 _ 1)/,z(,z + 1)}. 
THEOREM 7. Let equation (E) be either superlinear or sublinear. Then a necessary and su/~cient 
condition for equation (E) to have a nonosciIlatoiy solution satisfying lim,~_~(y~/p,~) = d ¢ 0 
is that 
oo 
Z ,p,,)l < (21) 
for some c ¢ 0. 
PROOF. Necessity. Let {Yn} be a nonoscil latory solution of equation (E) with lim,~oo(9~/p~) = 
d ¢ 0. Without  loss of generality, we may assume that d > 0. Then there are positive con- 
stants dl, d2, and N ~ N0z0) such that 
dt/),~ < fl.n <_ d2pn, (22) 
fbr '~ > N. It is cleat" that only Case (IV) of Lemma 3 holds for this solution. Front (8) and (22), 
we have 
r,~A2W~ < d2, (23) 
for J~ > N. Now mult iply equation (E) hy 'l~, and summing fi'om A; to ~ - 1, we obtain 
n--1 
7gA (Fr~A2~rz) -- 7"n+lA2~n+l -v Z sf (s ,  ~)  = c, (24) 
s=N 
where c is a constant. From (23) and (24) and the fact that A(r,~A2y,,) > 0, we have 
~ ~,t(s, >) < oo. (25) 
s=N 
From (22) and (25), we conclude that 
oo 
Z ,4(s, d ps) < 
n=N 
where i 1 or 2 according as equation (E) is superlinear or sublinear. 
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Su:f.ficiency. Assume that (21) holds with c > 0 since tt similar argument holds if c < 0. Let  d = c 
if' (E) is superlinear and d = 2c if (E) is sublinear. Choose N ~ N(n0) large enough so that  
1 
£ ',d(,..~:p,,) < 7 
n, = N 
Let B:,v be the Banach space of all real sequences Y = {y,~}, 'n > N, with sup norm HYII = 
sup~2m{l>,l/P,~}. 
Let S = {Y  ~ BN : (d/2)f& < y,~ <_ do, for n. > N}. Clearly S is a closed, bounded, and 
convex subset of BN. Consider the mapping T : S ~ BN defined by 
(7 'y ) .  = dp, ,  - (~ n ÷ 1) Z(  t _ s + 1) f ( t ,  Yt) ,  
'/"8 
8=7~ t=.q  
'n > N. 
Similar to the argument used in tile proof of Theorem 6, we can show that TS C S, T is 
continuous, and TS  is relatively compact. By Schauder's fixed-point theorem, the operator T 
has a fixed point Y ~ S. This fixed point provides a solution Y = {y, ,} of equation (E).  Hence, 
1)y Stolz's theorem [16], and Lemma 1, we have 
l im !]'~ linl Ay,~ - !ili~ (rr~A2}]~)=bC [d ,d ] .  
Therefore, it folh)ws that  {y,, } is a solution of equation (E) with the desired asymptot ic  property. 
EXAMPLE '2. Consider the difference equation 
12(n + 1) 1/3 ,~ Va 
a ~ (.,,.(,~ + 1)(.,,. + 2)A%,.)  + (.,~ + a)(.,~ + 4)(,~ + 5) -j'' = o, ~ _> 1. (E~) 
Here we have ,',~ = ,t(7~. + 1)(n + 2), q~ = 12(n + 1)W:3/[(?t + 3)(n + 4)(n + 5)], f (u)  = it 1/3 and 
~,~=l(~/'r,~) = ~,~=1(1/0~, + 1)(n + 2)) < vc, and p,~ = 1/(2n). Now it is easy to see that  all 
conditions of Theorenl 7 are satisfied, and so equation (E2) has a nonoscil latory solution {y,,,} 
s,,ch that lilll . . . . .  (,,,//,,~) = d ¢ 0. One s,ch soh~tio~ of (E2) is {>~} = {1/(',~ + 1)}. 
An important  special case of equation (E) is 
/x ~ (r,,z_V>,) ÷ m,l:,],~lWsgn >~ = 0, > 0, (Ea) 
With  respec.t to equat ion (Ea), ti le above where {'r,~} and {%} are positive real sequences. 
theorems give the following results. 
COIIOLLAIIN 8. 
(i) Equario~ (E3) Ires a solution {!1,,} such that l im~oo(y , , /n )  - constant ¢ 0 if and only if 
~ ,7K2  ^ ,=no /;~t+2q, n '  < ,Oc. 
(ii) Equa.tiou (E:~) has a solutiol~ {y,,} such that lira . . . .  (y,~/p,j = constant # 0 it" and only 
4. OSCILLAT ION RESULTS 
In this section, we study the oscillatory belmvior of all solutions of equation (E) when it is 
either strongly SUl)erlinear or strongly sublinear. We begin with tile strongly superl inear case of 
(~(luatioll (E). 
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Let equation (E) be strongly superlinear. Then a necessary and sufficient condition THEOREM 9. 
for all solutions of equation (E) to be oscillatory is that 
oo 
n I/(~,cp~)l = ~,  (26) 
Tt=n 0 
for all c ~ O. 
PROOF. The necessity of condition (26) follows from Theorem 7. To prove the sufficiency, assume 
that there exists a nonoscillatory solution {y,~} of equation (E). Suppose that Yn > 0 and Pn < 1 
for n _> N E N(n0), where N is chosen so large that four cases of Lemma 3 hold for n > N. We 
shall show that in each case, we are led to a contradiction to (26). 
CASE (I). Taking a large N if necessary, we see from (12) and the inequalities Ay n > 0, A2yn > 0 
that there is a constant c > 0 such that 
Yn >- cn and Yn >- cpn (27) 
for n _> N. Summing equation (E) and using A(rT~A2yn) > 0 for n _> N, we have 
o~ 
f(,~, y.) < ~.  (28) 
n=N 
Now combining (27) with (28) and using the superlinearity, we obtain 
oo f(n,  yn) , 
> ~ - -v ,~ _> ~ ~f(~,c~.) ,  (29) 
~=N Y~ ~=N 
a contradiction to (26). 
CASE (I I) .  In this case, there is a constant c > 0 such that 
yn _> cp~, (30) 
for all n > N.  Multiply equation (E) by n, and summing it from N to n - 1, then we have 
~-~nf(n,y,~) < ~c.  (31) 
n=N 
From (30) and (31), we obtain (29), a contradiction to (26). 
CASE ( I I I ) .  In this case, (30) also holds and by Lemma 4, there is a constant k > 0 such that 
y~ > k~ ( - r ,~w)  ~p~, (32) 
for n _> N. By the mean value theorem 
-A  : (33) 
where A(-r,~+lA2y~) < ~ < A(--ruA:yn). Now using (30),(32), and the strong superlinearity 
in (33), we obtain 
-A '-°) > y; 
Yff 
> (~ - 1) (A ( - rnA2yn))  -~ f(n,  cpn) (kA ( i rnA2yn)  npn) c~ (34) 
- cp~ 
> (~ - I )  nf(n,  cp~), n >_ N. 
Summing (34), we find (29) holds, a contradiction to (26). 
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CASE (IV). By Lemma 5, there is a constant c > 0 such that 
y~ > cp~, 
for n _> N. Summing equation (E) from n to oc, we obtain 
oo 
A (,~,~3%~) >_ Z f(~, Y.~), ,. >_ N. 
8~7~ 
Since (r~A2y~)~=x > 0, summing (36) from N to n - 1, we have 
n-- 1 
r~A2Y~ -> E (s - N + 1)f(s, ys), n >_ N. 
8=N 
From (8),(35), and the strong superlinearity, we obtain 
f(s,  y~) >_ .f(s, cp~) ~ (c~)~, (("sA'~Y~) P~) 
> c -~ (r ,A y~) f(s,  cp~). 
From (37) and (38), we have 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(42) 
From (31) and (42) and the strong sublinearity, we obtain (41), a contradiction 
N(n0), N being sufficiently large that Lemmas 3-5 hold for n > N. 
CASE (I). There are positive constants cl, c2 such that 
C17~ ~ Yn ~ C27Z, 
for n > N. From (28) and (40) and using the strong sublinearity, we obtain 
f('~, y,d 9 > ~ y,~ > (~lCi -1) ~ ~,~+~f(,~,c~,0, 
n = N Yrt n = N 
a contradiction to (39). 
CASE (II). There are positive constants cl, c2 such that 
C1 ~ Yn ~ C2?t, 
for n > N. 
to (39). 
(41) 
(40) 
n--1 / -(~ 
2 -c~ E 2 a - (rsA y.~) f(s,  cps) (r.,~A Yn) <_ c -~ (s N + 1) 
\ s=N 
Multiply the last inequality by (n-N+1)(r71A2yn)~f(n,  cp~), and then summing from N1 to N2, 
N1 > N, we have 
N2 N2 
E (n -N+l ) f (n ,c%~)<c a: E Az,~ 
n=Ni  n=N1 ~n 
71-1 where z.  = E,~=x(~ - N + 1)(~5~y~)~f(~,  p~). From this, we have a contradiction to (26). 
A similar argument holds if we assume that {Yn } is an eventually negative solution of (E). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let equation (E) be strongly sublinear. Then, a necessary and Sufficient condition 
tbr all solutions of equation (E) to be oscillatory is that 
OO 
,o,~+21f(n, cn)l = oc, (39) 
for 311 c ¢ O. 
PROOF. The necessity part is contained in Theorem 6. To prove the sufficiency, let there exist 
a nonoscillatory solution of equation (E). We may assume that y~ > 0 and p,~ < 1 for n _> N E 
Fourth-Order Nonlinear Oscillations 
CASE (III). In this case, we have cl _< y,~ _< c2n and y~+ >_ knAy,~, for ?z >_ N. 
and (17), we obtain 
Now, define 
cx) 
9n >- k'n E ps+2f(s, Ys), n>_N. 
oo 
F~ = EPs+2f (s ,y+)  ;
then we have by the mean value theorem 
367 
From this 
-A  (F~ -;~) = (1 - 3){-3pn+2f(n , Yn), 
where  Fn+ 1 < ~ < F n. Hence, 
-A  (Fn 1-3) _> (1 -~ + -~ n -/3)F~ Pn+2Y~Yn f(  ,Y,0 
_> (1 -/3)F,73p,++2k/~n~F,]c2;~?z-~fO+, c2',+) 
_> (1 - 9 ) (k  3c723) p,++mf('+,c2,+), n > N. 
Summing the last inequality, we obtain (41), a contradiction to (39). 
CASE (IV). By (9) and (12), there are positive constants c, k such that 
]cA (r,~A2yn)np,~ < 9n --< on, 
for n _> N. From (36) and (43) and since Ay.,~ < 0, we have 
(43) 
Y++ > A (r,+A2w 
k?zpn - Z f(+, ~+), 
S='rl 
and therefore, 
Now we define 
OG 
Vn -> knp,~ E f (s,  y,+), 
8=7Z 
a,~ = Z f(+, >), 
and by the mean value theorem, we have 
?~_>N. 
-A  (a 1-+) = (1 -;+/~-~3t(,+, >+), 
where G,++I < ( < G,+. Hence, by (43) and (44), we obtain 
--A (G1 -z) _> (1 -/3)G~f~y~y~/2f(n, :q,~) 
> (1 ~G-~k~n/3G~ ~c-~ -:3 ~, , 
_> (1 -/3) p,z+2f(n, cn), n > N. 
Summing the last inequality, we obtain a contradiction to (39). 
A similar argument holds if we assume that {y,~} is an eventually negative solution of (E). The 
proof is now complete. 
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